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Exhibition Duration
2019/10/23 -11/30

16:00—16:30
Artist’s Guide Tour

SCA Gallery
North Building Lobby
16:30—17:30
Opening Talk

SCA E408
Screening Room

Exhibition Location

School of Creativity and Art
SCA Gallery & North Building Lobby
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Presented by

ShanghaiTech University
School of Creativity and Art

Produced by
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Any flux is a sign of the Universe sending messages to
the observers.
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This show will exhibit artworks by CAO Shu in the past three years.
In context with each other, these 3D rendered animation
installations are the clues to explore “the scene in one’s memory
that has the backstage of the show, the actors and actresses
without make-up, the stage props scattering all over the place”.

CAO Shu made some conjectures about technology and the
world:

Conjecture I
The World is a rendered object; the Universe is a computer with
quantum graphic cards.

Conjecture II
The World from the last second doesn’t exist, it is just being saved
as data in the RAM of the observers, including parameters of
shapes, mapping, texture, scent and perception, etc.
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Quantum States and Particle States in Uncertainty Principle of
Quantum Physics are the pre-rendering and rendering status
processed by the Universe. To save the RAM consumption, the
object in Particle State is being presented at Quantum State,
similar to the landscape in a distant place in the Next Generation
Gaming, which is automatically compressed to low-model.

The limit of rendering speed is the speed of light. Exceeding the
speed of light would lead to the Universe to overload, which will
reveal the fact that Relativity Theory states: the higher the speed is,
the slower time elapses, which is a result of running an overload
program.
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There are observers from carbon based civilizations, non-carbon
based civilizations, and even civilizations from different time
streams that human cannot perceive, like those civilizations in the
dust, which can be exterminated perishes a million times in one
millisecond.

Civilization can decode the source code of the 3D World by
re-writing the physical law. Through that, it can live through the Era
of Degeneracy and the Era of Black Hole, just like human managed
to change the flow direction of a river by building a dam thousands
years ago.
re VII
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The method of decoding the backdoor of the 3D Universe is sent
to the observers in the form of subtle clues in dreams.
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CAO Shu

CAO Shu mainly lives and works in Hangzhou, in new media art. CAO Shu's
artworks are mainly in the mediums of animation and installation. In recent
years, Cao Shu's works on the relationship between digital existence and
memory, multi-view narrative in space, viewing in CG rendering technology,
etc.
In 2017, CAO Shu attended the Atelier Mondial artist residency program
supported by the Swiss Arts Council. In 2019, he has attended Koganecho
Japan Art Festival Residency.
His works have won such awards as the Hamburg "China Time" International
Art Festival (Hamburg, Germany, 2016)
“Presence-Young Artist Exhibition” (China Academy of Art Museum,
Hangzhou, China, 2017)
Fiction Art (OCT, Shenzhen, China, 2018)
The Exhibition of Annual of Contemporary Art of China
(Beijing Minsheng Art Museum, Beijing, China, 2019)
Koganecho BAZAAR 2019
(Yokohama, Japan, 2019), and etc.
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